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UnixPeachpit Press, 2003
In Unix: Visual QuickStart Guide, the authors take the time to explain correct Unix lingo as well as concepts and processes to be aware of as a daily user. The real-life implication of reading Unix is not only that you won't receive irate messages from your system administrator, but that you'll be able to manipulate your...
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Ruby Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2014

	Ruby Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed code and syntax reference to the Ruby scripting language. It presents the essential Ruby syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	
		You won't find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons, or witty stories in this...
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The Modern C# Challenge: Become an expert C# programmer by solving interesting programming problemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn advanced C# concepts and techniques such as building caches, cryptography, and parallel programming by solving interesting programming challenges

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain useful insights on advanced C# programming topics and APIs
	
			Use locking and cached values to solve...
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BIRT: A Field Guide (3rd Edition) (Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Application development tools and technology have come a long way since the late 1970s, when I took my first job out of college in Hewlett-Packard Company’s IT (Information Technology) department. Of course, IT was not the term we used to refer to the discipline back then; our preferred acronym was EDP (Electronic Data Processing).
...
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Sun Certified Solaris(tm) 9 System and Network Administrator All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Prepare to pass the Solaris 9 System and Network Administrator certification  exams

Get complete coverage of the material contained on all three exams required  for the Solaris 9 System and Network Administrator certifications inside this  single, comprehensive volume. Written by best-selling Solaris expert Paul  Watters, this...
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Learning Python Web Penetration Testing: Automate web penetration testing activities using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the simplicity of Python and available libraries to build web security testing tools for your application

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the web application penetration testing methodology and toolkit using Python
	
			Write a web crawler/spider with the Scrapy library

...
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Data Structures and Abstractions with Java (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Look around and you will see ways that people organize things. When you stopped at the store

	this morning, you went to the back of a line to wait for the cashier. The line organized people

	chronologically. The first person in the line was the first to be served and to leave the line.

	Eventually, you reached the front of the line and...
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Laptops For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006

	Chances are, you wanted a laptop because it’s compact, portable, and gets the job done. You’ll want this book for the same reasons. Small enough to fit into your laptop case, it gives you what you need to make the most of your laptop—even if it’s your first computer. After an introduction that familiarizes you with the...
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The Mathematica HandbookAcademic Press, 1993
The Mathematica Handbook is intended to provide a convenient reference of all built-in Mathematica Version 2.0 objects to both beginning and advanced users of Mathematica alike. This book arose out of the need to have a convenient reference of all Mathematica commands and objects along with typical examples of them. In addition, The Mathematica...
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Official Samba-3 HOWTO and Reference Guide, The (2nd Edition) (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
Fully Updated to Reflect Major Improvements and Configuration Changes in Samba-3.0.11 through 3.0.20+!

You’ve deployed Samba: Now get the most out of it with today’s definitive guide to maximizing Samba performance, stability, reliability, and power in your production environment. Direct from members of the...
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jQuery 1.3 with PHPPackt Publishing, 2009
To make PHP applications that respond quickly, avoid unnecessary page reloads, and provide great user interfaces, often requires complex JavaScript techniques and even then, if you get that far, they might not even work across different browsers! With jQuery, you can use one of the most popular JavaScript libraries, forget about cross-browser...
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Programming ColdFusionO'Reilly, 2001

	ColdFusion is a powerful platform for creating and deploying dynamic web applications. Developers like ColdFusion because its simple, tag-based language makes it easy to handle simple tasks, like processing form data and querying databases. ColdFusion is easy to learn, yet powerful enough to deliver highly scalable, robust...
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